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Rebecca Cockeram  

Brilliant fast paced book, kept my 

attention from page 1. Absolutely 

loved it.  

This is an excellent thriller. The main 

character, Eve, is completely likable and 

you definitely route for her the whole way 

through. 

Not just a serial killer thriller either, 

this has a bit more depth and was 

truly a page turner. 

And it's not put me off going to Mexico, but 

made me more excited, but hopefully I don't 

get that much excitement.  

Eve is written very well, and her holiday 

companions are too.  I can't recommend 

this book enough, it will have you holding 

your breath. 

 

Lynda DeFreitas  

Once started this book is difficult to put down.  

The main character Eve who is recently divorced, goes on holiday to an 

ecolodge in the Mexican jungle and discovers something terrifying just beyond 

the boundary of the ecolodge where she's staying with other American 

holidaymakers. 

After a storm they discover there is no safe way out of the jungle – they are 

being pursued and picked off one by one in a series of horrifying incidents that 

leave those who are left in a state of abject terror. 



Eve begins to learn from her mistakes and those of others and tries to outwit the 

stranger who is determined to kill her, but has she learned these lessons too 

late? 

If I did not like creepy crawlies before – I would now. Remind me never to go on 

a jungle holiday. This is a seriously creepy story (pun intended) and it 

had me on tenterhooks throughout. 

 

Sophia Ufton 

WOW! Just amazing, best book I have read in ages.  

Well written, the plot is gripping, edge of seat, does she make it out alive, do all 

her companions survive? Only time will tell, read and find out. 

 

Ruth Carson  

After splitting with her husband Evie decides she will take a holiday of a lifetime 

to Mexico. Little does she know she’ll be walking into a nightmare.  This is an 

action packed, fast paced thriller which I'd highly recommend. 

 

Rachel Hall 

This novel is an out and out, edge of the seat thriller where the suspense is 

palpable and just when you think things can't get any more tense, it is ratcheted 

up yet another level!  If you are a thriller fanatic this will no doubt be a top class 

read.  The story follows a lightning fast pace and is a compulsive page turner, 

and it is this element of the novel that I particularly enjoyed. 

The premise is fantastic and the first few pages drew me in completely.  Eve 

Hardaway is a newly single mother with a 7 year old son who decides to 

undertake the trip to the jungles of Mexico that she had planned with her 

husband alone, in an effort to rediscover herself.  The woman who occupied the 

hut that Eve is assigned to disappeared without a trace several months 

previously.  Away from the main group, Eve discovers a camera belonging to 

this woman and at the same time sees the protagonist and fears that he has seen 

her watching him... You discover all of this within the first few chapters and I 

was riveted to begin with. 

I dip in and out of many genres, and whilst enjoying the majority of thrillers, 

indeed all of those that I have read this year, I found this book to be harder 

going for several reasons.  Firstly, although the environmental features of the 



jungle have obviously been thoroughly well researched, I found I became 

bogged down in laborious descriptions of the jungle vegetation and wildlife.  As 

the story went on, I found this unnecessary and that it detracted from the 

action.  Once the bad guy comes into the open, his reasons for being there really 

do stretch the grounds of credibility, and I found my attention wavering once 

again.  Although I rooted for Eve the whole way through the book, I was largely 

indifferent to the rest of Eve's fellow travellers and not particularly concerned 

for their fate, which I also didn't feel helped this novel flow. 

My overall verdict is that thriller fans will consume it in no time and 

absolutely devour it, but for other readers I wouldn't say this is a 

must read.  I have not been put off trying this author in future, he certainly 

has a knack for tension, but perhaps the jungle scenario was just not for me. 

 

Jocelyn Garvey 

A very readable roller-coaster of a thriller. You are hooked after the 

first few pages. A good read but you will never go into the jungle 

alone!  

This is a rollercoaster of a thriller. A normal person catapulted into an 

abnormal situation. 

Eve is a nurse who decides to buy herself and her husband an adventure holiday 

in the Mexican jungle. She arrives home to find that he is leaving her and their 

son.  The tickets sit on the shelf and when the time draws nearer she decides to 

go on it by herself. 

Having reservations about the holiday organisers from the start she finds a 

camera that belonged to another previous visitor who disappeared.  The 

camera has a photo of a man in a hut that she has also seen. 

She starts asking questions and the answers get more vague. The bad man does 

not want anyone to know where he is. 

She begins to dig and bad things begin to happen.  

A huge storm hits the camp and everything starts to go fatally wrong. 

She has to draw on all her resources and the thought that she promised her son 

that she would always be there for him. To tell more would spoil the book. 

It is s good read, well written and researched. Believable characters in the 

middle of an unknown world. 

 



Suzanne Marsh - www.ireadnovels.wordpress.com 

This is my first book by Gregg Hurwitz that I have read and will not 

be my last. I loved the new fresh idea of Gregg's story that takes 

place in a jungle. 

Eve Hardaway takes a full vacation package to the jungle of Oxaaca, at an eco-

lodge in Mexico, spending a few weeks hiking and rafting. That should of been a 

holiday of a lifetime and a chance for Eva to rediscover herself after her break-

up of her marriage. 

As Eva arrives for her adventure in the jungle, she starts to unpack her suitcase. 

As Eva is unpacking she starts to discover some items that have been left from 

the previous lady Theresa Hamilton who had the room before. Eva finds a high 

speed digital camera with night vision that Theresa Hamilton had left behind. It 

seemed to Eva that Theresa Hamilton must of left in some sort of hurry leaving 

items behind. Eva starts clicking through the camera as she is rather curious to 

find what photos are on the camera and sees a bearded man stepping into view 

between tree trunks. This is a man Eva should never of seen. 

There clearly are some secrets hidden that can not be allowed to their jungle 

hiding place.  

A frightening storm sweeps through the jungle that makes Eva wonder if she 

will ever see her young son again.  

What I liked about this story was not just that it was a mystery of a thriller but 

how Gregg Hurwitz has captured the view of the scenery of the jungle and with 

the creepy insects and wild animals. 

 

Pete Nicol  

‘Don’t Look Back’ is an exciting thriller with a strong lead character 

that is well told and which leads to an intense page-turning finale.  

On the face of it ‘Don’t Look Back’ is a thriller about a group surviving in the 

jungles of Mexico against a relentless killer. The tension increases as the 

situation of the survivors gets more and more desperate. The villain is a 

relentless and fearsome killer in the best traditions of classic thriller writing. 

The real story however is about Eva Hardaway, and her rediscovering her 

strength of character that has been lost in the course of a combination of a 

soulless job and a marriage and subsequent divorce. The way Eva transforms 

from a timid person who is afraid of much of her surroundings to someone who 



courageously fights for survival, so much so that even the killer appears to 

develop some respect for her, is one of the highlights of the book.  

Another highlight of the book is the Mexican jungle, brought vividly to life by 

Hurwitz, although there seems to be an effort to cram as many exciting wildlife 

events into the book as possible which stretches the credibility somewhat. 

‘Don’t Look Back’ is an exciting thriller with a strong lead character that is well 

told and which leads to an intense page-turning finale. 

 

Iris Clements 

What a page turner, an outstanding read.   Eve’s marriage is over but she 

decides to continue with the trip of a lifetime that she and her husband had 

arranged before the split.  She meets up with an odd assortment of fellow 

travellers for a jungle adventure which quickly turns into a nightmare because 

of Eve’s curiosity.  Eve inadvertently uncovers a mystery concerning the 

disappearance of a former traveller and because of this, all those on the trip 

become involved.  Although Eve’s loyalty is to her son at home, she nevertheless 

feels a responsibility for the weaker members of the team and does everything 

in her power to ensure their survival.  Throughout this book the tension is 

continually heightened and it is certainly not a book for the feint 

hearted.   This is escapism at its best, a really good read and I shall 

be looking out for more books by this very talented and original 

storyteller.  

 

Mary Gibson 

‘Don't Look Back’ by Gregg Hurwitz is an exciting and tense thriller set in the 

Mexican jungle.  Eve, a recently divorced nurse and mother of one goes on an 

adventure holiday to escape the disintegration of her marriage.  However, 

shortly into the adventure she witnesses something shocking and plunges 

herself and her fellow travellers into danger.  Eve has discovered a previous 

tourist disappeared mysteriously and without trace and soon after one of her 

companions also disappears.  Then the remote jungle camp in which they are 

staying is cut off from all communication by a violent storm and Eve and her 

new friends are forced to fight for their lives against an evil man who will do all 

he can to kill them in order to keep his secret. 

This is a claustrophobic and unremitting, violent thriller that 

plunges the reader into the heart of the story.  Eve is a memorable, 



empathetic heroine.  Whilst I enjoyed the novel I was glad to get to the end 

and would be interested in reading other novels by this author.  

 

Bethany Dimmock - www.bethanyamber.wordpress.com/category/bookshelf/ 

An easy read with moments of shock and horror, if not a little repetitive.  

Eve Hardaway sets out on her Mexican jungle adventure to ‘find’ herself after 

the breakdown of her marriage, yet discovers a drastically different adventure 

than she’d bargained for, pursued by a 21st century villain. 

I spent most of the novel in suspense. Hurwitz successfully forms a good mix of 

protagonists; both likable and unpleasant, brought to life even more so due to 

their evident normality. 

I did become a little frustrated by the later stages of the novel, finding Eve’s 

jungle adventure repetitive and somewhat tiresome. Arguably, this was the aim, 

yet the character’s run themselves in circles and consequently I felt like the plot 

came to a halt. 

I was yearning to feel more for Eve and her plight to return to her son. Sadly I 

found she did not discover as much about herself as I would have hoped. 

Although I anticipated more from the novel, I have to say it is an 

easy read with a very original plot, with a prominent link with 

current affairs. Hurwitz clearly did his background research, an effort that is 

most definitely expressed in his detailed writing of Mexico. 

 

Ian Harvey-Brown – twitter @IanHarveyBrown 

In terms of pure page turning ability this deserves the max. Great 

read, great characters, great setting, pacey, decent ending. What 

more could you ask for? Highly recommended.  

I enjoyed this book very much. The author has the canny ability to racket up the 

tension incrementally leaving the reader very little choice but to try to reach the 

last page in the shortest time available. Not only is the book full of drama and 

suspense, it is also thoughtful and extremely well written. There is a wonderful 

line about two thirds of the way through the novel which reads 'An urge to 

scream scrambled up into her throat and she trapped it there, breathing around 

it.' Great stuff. The story is also full of twists and turns rather like the Mexican 

setting.  There is also a great sense of place; you can almost feel the humidity 

dripping through the pages. The characters are well drawn and totally 



convincing. All in all a thoroughly enjoyable read. Just need to repair those nail! 

 

 

 


